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Abstract

A three-dimensional numerical analysis model of cell voltage, temperature and current profile in a molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC)
stack has been developed. ‘The Formula for MCFC Performance’ that was derived from the test results of a single cell having the same
active components as the stack has been applied to the calculation of electrochemical performance. Calculation result of cell voltages and
temperature profile showed good agreement with 10–100 kW class stack experimental data. Using this model, cell voltages, temperature
profile and net output powers (MCFC output power minus required cathode recycling power) of five gas flow geometries have been
compared. The calculation results showed that the net output power is highest in the co-flow geometry. From the viewpoint of a stack
performance, a cooling power, and a control of maximum temperature, the co-flow type stack has advantages over the external reforming
type MCFC power plant. 1998 Elsevier Science S.A.
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1. Introduction

Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) is expected to be used
in a power generation system, having high efficiency and
lower emission of NOx and SOx. It is expected to be put into
practical use as a centralized power station or dispersed
power plant.

Our research group has tested not only small single cells
but also 10 and 100 kW class large stacks. In those stack
operating tests, we estimated the stack characteristics by
measurements of each cell voltage, measurements of
separator temperature, and gas composition analyses of
inlet and outlet gas by gas chromatography. However, in
the case of generating electricity, there are much more com-
plicated factors such as mass and heat transfer, chemical
reaction, or electrical interaction. It is very important to
acquire the internal conditions of MCFC stacks by numer-
ical models for developing cells and stacks with higher
performance.

Numerical analysis of MCFC was developed in the early
days by Sampath et al. [1,2]. Watanabe and colleagues ana-
lyzed the cooling characteristic of cathode gas by supposing

MCFC to be a parallel heating panel [3]. Cao et al. analyzed
dynamic characteristics of a single cell’s temperature dis-
tribution using similar assumptions [4]. Wolf and Wilemski
calculated temperature and current density distribution for
co-, counter-, and cross-flow type stacks, applying the thin
film cylindrical pore model to the relation between current
and cell voltage (J–V characteristic). The result of the cal-
culation showed that the best performance was achieved
with counter-flow type, followed by cross- and co-flow,
respectively [2]. Kobayashi, Fujimura et al. analyzed single
cell and stack’s temperature profile considering the mass
transfer in generating reaction, and they applied the thin
film cylindrical pore model to theJ–V characteristic too
[5,6]. However in their calculation, there was no tempera-
ture limitation of the stack.

J–V characteristic determines the heat generating rate
and chemical reaction rate, so we must adhere to theJ–V
characteristic strictly. Concerning theJ–V characteristic,
our research group derived ‘the Formula for MCFC Perfor-
mance’, which was derived from many gas and temperature
conditions using small single cells having the same active
component as the stack’s [7,8]. Using this formulation we
analyzed dynamic characteristics of the single cell [9].

Our research group measured the generating characteris-
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tics or temperature profile of 10 kW and 100 kW class stack
with 1 m2 class large electrode area [10,11]. In these oper-
ating tests, several gas flow types of stacks have been tested,
and some types of stack need large amounts of cooling gas.
We had developed a 2-dimensional analysis model for the
co-flow type stack [12]. However there are many different
types of stack, such as counter, cathode exchange parallel,
cross and cathode exchange crossflow. In this paper a 3-
dimensional temperature and current density analysis
model is developed, that appies the ‘Formulation for
MCFC Performance’ derived from a 100-cm2 single cell
test having the same active component as those of the
stack. Stack performances and cooling gas flow rates with
five gas flow types are compared under the MCFC’s normal
operating conditions.

1.1. Variables and subscripts

2. Modeling of the system and governing equations

2.1. Modeling of the system

A single cell’s structure of MCFC is shown in upper part
of Fig. 1. The single cell is constructed by separator plates,
corrugated plates, current collectors, electrodes (cathode
and anode), and electrolyte. Fuel and oxidant gas flow in
anode and cathode side channel along the corrugated plates.
O2 and CO2 in oxidant gas react with electron at the cathode,
and produce CO2−

3 . CO2−
3 moves within the electrolyte plate

perpendicularly from cathode to anode by the driving force
of concentration difference. In the anode, H2 in fuel gas
reacts with CO2−

3 and produces CO2, H2O and electrons
by electro-chemical reaction. Electrons released from the
reaction site are collected by the current collector and
pass the corrugated plate and separator perpendicularly.
The top and bottom separators are connected to loading
equipment.

The heat produced within the electric generating reaction
is transferred to each gas by convection and with mass
transfer, to the separator by radiation directly and by heat
conduction through the corrugated plate. We simplified the
model, which is schematized in the lower part of Fig. 1.
Here we put electrolyte, electrode and current corrector
together as one component.

2.2. Approximation and governing equations

We applied assumption and approximation as follows to
derive basic equations.

1. Cell voltage has no distribution in the cell plain.
2. Density and characteristic value of anode and cathode

gas are a function only of the gas composition.
3. Heat conduction by each gas and electrolyte plates are

negligible.

Mass balance. Mole flow changing rates of each gas and
mixed gas for cell no.j are written as follows.

Cathode gas:

dc ⋅
dCc,k ⋅ uc

dx
=A ⋅ rGEN

Cc ⋅ dc ⋅
duc

dx
= −

3
2
rGEN (1)

wherek denotes each gas composition, CO2, O2, N2 coeffi-
cient A denotes−1 for CO2, −1/2 for O2, 0 for N2, respec-
tively. In the case of analyzing the cross-flow type stack,
the derivative term is applied for they-direction.

Anode gas:

da ⋅
dCa, l ⋅ ua

dx
=B ⋅ rGEN +C ⋅ da ⋅ rSHIFT

Ca ⋅ da ⋅
dua

dx
= rGEN (2)

Variables
C mol concentration (mol/m3)
Cp specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg⋅K)
E electromotive force (V)
F Faraday constant (C/mol)
h coefficient of heat tansfer (W/m2⋅K)
I load current (A)
J current density (A/m2)
Kp equilibrium constant
L gas channel length (m)
m molar fraction (−)
M molar weight (kg/mol)
P partial pressure (Pa)
q heat flow rate (W/m2)
qGEN heating value of generating reaction (W/m2)
qSHIFT heating value of shift reaction (W/m2)
Rir internal resistance (Q⋅m2)
Ra anode reaction resistance (Q⋅m2)
Rc cathode reaction resistance (Q⋅m2)
Rs electrical resistance of separator (Q)
rGEN generating reaction rate (mol/m2⋅S)
rSHIFT shift reaction rate (mol/m3⋅S)
T temperature (K)
u gas velocity (m/s)
V cell voltage (V)
Y cell width (m)
aGEN formation enthalpy of H2O (J/kg)
aSHIFT enthalpy of shift reaction (J/kg)
d thickness of channel and each component (m)
e thickness of corrugated plate (m)
j Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2⋅K4)
l heat conductivity (W/m⋅K)
t anode gas residence time in anode channel (s)

Subscripts
a anode
c cathode
e electrolyte and electrode
s separator
w corrugated plate

Subscript of a gas such as H2, CO2, etc. means each kind
of gas, and two continuous subscripts refers to the relation
between each component.
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wherel denotes each gas composition, H2, CO2, H2O, CO,
coefficientB denotes−1 for H2, 1 for CO2 and H2O, 0 for
CO and coefficientC denotes 1 for H2 and CO2, −1 for H2O
and CO, respectively.

Generating reaction rate is expressed as follows.

rGEN =
J(x,y)
2 ⋅ F

(3)

Equation of shift reaction in the anode gas is expressed as
follows.

1
Kp(Ta)

=
(CH2

+X) ⋅ (CCO2
+X)

(CH2O −X) ⋅ (CCO −X)
(4)

WhereX denotes concentration change rate of shift reac-
tion. As is known, residence time is short in the case where
mesh width forx-direction is short, so the shift reaction
could not be at equilibrium as in Eq. (4). In this calculation
we expressed shift reaction rate as follows, using adjusted
coefficient parametera (,1).

rSHIFT =a ⋅
X
t

=a ⋅ X ⋅
ua

Dx
(5)

Energy equation. Energy conservation equations of cell no.
j are written as follows; here subscriptj − 1 and j + 1
denote adjoining cell number.

Cathode gas:

dc ⋅ ∑
k

drk ⋅ Cpk ⋅ uc ⋅ Tc

dx

� �
=qsc+qec+qwc −qGENec (6)

wherek denotes gas composition CO2, O2, N2. In the case
of analyzing the cross-flow type stack, the derivative term
is applied for they-direction.

Anode gas:

da ⋅ ∑
l

drl ⋅ Cpl ⋅ ua ⋅ Ta

dx

� �
=qj −1

sa +qea+qwa

−qGENea+qSHIFT (7)

wherel denotes H2, CO2, H2O, CO.
Electrolyte with electrode plate:

qGEN −qec−qea−qes−qj −1
es −qew

−qj −1
ew +qGENec+qGENea=0 (8)

Separator plate:

−ls ⋅ ds ⋅ (
∂2Ts

∂x2 +
∂2Ts

∂y2 ) =qse+qj +1
se

+qsw +qj +1
sw −qsc−qj +1

sa (9)

Convection heat transfer term in energy equation is
expressed as follows.

qsc=hsc ⋅ (Ts −Tc) qec=hec ⋅ (Te −Tc)

qsa=hsa ⋅ (Ts −Ta) qea=hea ⋅ (Te −Ta) (10)

where heat transfer coefficient is expressed ash = N⋅l/d,
and in this analysis, we selectedNu = 3.0. Radiation term
from electrolyte plate to separator plate is expressed and
approximated as follows.

Cathode side:

qes=j ⋅ fc ⋅ (T4
e −T4

s ) ≈ 4 ⋅ j ⋅ fc ⋅ Tp3 ⋅ (Te −Ts)

Anode side:

qes=j ⋅ fa ⋅ (T4
e −T4

s ) ≈ 4 ⋅ j ⋅ fa ⋅ Tp3 ⋅ (Te −Ts) (11)

wherefc, fa are the geometric factor in each gas channel,
andT* represents a temperature of 923 K (650°C).

Concerning heat conduction by corrugated plate and con-
vection heat transfer from corrugated plate to each gas, we
proposed a heat transfer model and calculated heat transfer
by exact solution.

e ⋅ l
∂2T(z)

∂z2 −2 ⋅ hwc ⋅ { T(z) −Tc} =0 (12)

wherez is the coordinate for stacking direction.
Heat generation by generating and shift reaction is

expressed as follows.

qGEN =aGEN ⋅ rGEN qSHIFT =aSHIFT ⋅ rSHIFT (13)

Heat transfer by gas enthalpy with generation reaction is
written as follows.

Fig. 1. Conceptual structure of single cell and analysis model.
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qGENea= (CpH2
⋅ MH2

⋅ Ta −CpCO2
⋅ MCO2

⋅ Te

−CpH2O ⋅ Te) ⋅ rGEN

qGENec= CpCO2
⋅ MCO2

⋅ Tc

ÿ

+
1
2

⋅ CpO2
⋅ MO2

⋅ Tc� ⋅ rGEN (14)

Current density profile and output power voltage. In ordin-
ary MCFC’s operating condition, the relation between cell
voltage and current density is written as follows.

V ≅ E(x,y) − { Rir(x,y) +Ra(x,y) +Rc(x,y)} ⋅ J(x,y)

=E(x,y) −Rp(x, y) ⋅ J(x,y) (15)

Nernst voltage and cell resistance is written as follows
[7,8,13].

E=E0 +
RTe

2 ⋅ F
ln

PH2a ⋅ PCO2c ⋅ P1=2
O2c

PCO2a ⋅ PH2Oa
(16)

Rir =AR ⋅ exp −
DHR
R ⋅ Te

� �
(17)

Ra =ARan ⋅ Te ⋅ exp −
DHa

R ⋅ Te

� �
⋅ P−0:5

H2a (18)

Rc =AD ⋅ Te ⋅ exp −
DHO2

R ⋅ Te

� �
⋅ P−0:75

O2
⋅ P0:5

CO2

+AE ⋅ Te ⋅ exp −
DHCO2

R ⋅ Te

� �
⋅ m−1:0

CO2
(19)

where AR, DHR denote the frequency coefficient of

Fig. 2. Conceptual gas flow design of three parallel flow type stacks.

Fig. 3. Conceptual gas flow design of two cross-flow type stacks.
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internal resistance and activation energy, respectively.
DHa, DHO2

, DHCO2
are activation energy of each gas,

ARan, AD, AE are the coefficients that have been derived
from test result of a single cell.

In the constant cell voltage over the cell plain, the next
equation is derived from Eq. (15) as follows.

V =
� ly

0

� lx

0

E(x, y)
Rp(x, y)

dx ⋅ dy− I

� �
=

� ly

0

� lx

0

1
Rp(x,y)

dxdy (20)

Using mass equations Eqs. (1) and (2), energy equations

Eqs. (6)–(9), and current and voltage Eq. (20), we can
calculate the temperature profile, gas concentration profile,
and current density profile of each cell in the stack.

2.3. Gas flow configuration of several types of stack

We calculate the stack performance and temperature
profile for various gas flow types as shown in a later
section. Figs. 2 and 3 show the conceptual configuration
of every gas flow type. In all types, anode gas flows in
only one direction. In the co-flow type, cathode gas flows
in the same direction as anode gas, while in counter-

Table 1

Characteristic value and cell size

Legends Values (unit)

ls 22.0 (W/m2K)
hsa, hea, hwa 593.1 (W/m2K)
hsa, hea, hwc 91.1 (W/m2K)
fc 0.43 (−)
fa 0.25 (−)
Rs 2.5 × 10−6 (Q)
da 1.0 × 10−3 (m)
dc 2.0 × 10−3 (m)
Lx 1.0 (m)
Ly 1.0 (m)

Table 2

Coefficient of cell performance

Value Unit

AR 1.27× 10−2

DHR −27.9× 103 J/mol
ARan 8.11× 10−9

DHa −109.6× 103 J/mol
AD 2.24× 10−9

DHO2
−82.8× 103 J/mol

AE 1.51× 10−6

DHCO2
−26.9× 103 J/mol

Fig. 4. Comparison of calculated cell voltage and separator temperature
profile for co-flow type stack. Operating pressure: 0.49 MPa; current den-
sity: 1500 A/m2; fuel utilization: 80%; overall oxidant utilization: 30%;
cathode recycling ratio: 62%; cell voltage: (X) Experimental, (W) Calcu-
lated. Temperature experimental: (X) anode inlet, (B) center of cell, (O)
anode outlet. Temperature calculated: (W) anode inlet, (A) center of cell,
(K) anode outlet. Line calculated under the adiabatic condition.

Fig. 5. Comparison of calculated separator temperature with experimental
data. Operating pressure: 0.49 MPa; current density: 1500 A/m2; fuel
utilization: 60%; overall oxidant utilization: 30%; Cathode recycling
ratio: 72%; Cell voltage: (B) Experimental, (W) Calculated. Temperature
experimental: (X) anode inlet, (B) center of cell, (O) anode outlet. Tem-
perature calculated: (W) anode inlet, (A) center of cell, (K) anode outlet.
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flow type it flows in the opposite direction, and in
cathode exchange the flow is a combination of co-flow
and counter-flow. In cross-flow, the cathode gas flows
in a perpendicular direction, and every cathode flows
in the opposite direction in the cathode exchange cross-
flow.

2.4. Numerical analysis method and calculating conditions

In numerical analysis, we applied successive difference
approximation for first the derivative term of mass equation
and secondary successive difference approximation for the
energy equation, and center difference approximation for
second derivative term. To calculate temperature profile

we made a large matrix and calculated using the successive
over relaxation (SOR) method. Table 1 shows characteristic
values and cell size. For the coefficient of ‘Formula for
MCFC Performance’ that was derived from a single cell
having the same active component as the stack, we used
parameters as shown in Table 2.

From investigation of accuracy, a mesh width of 10 mm

Fig. 6. Seperator temperature profile for three types of parallel flow type
stack. ——— Co-flow; - - - cathode exchange flow; –⋅ – counter-flow.
Operating pressure: 0.49 MPa; current density: 2000 A/m2; fuel utilization:
80%; overall oxidant utilization: 30%; maximum separator temperature:
680°C.

Fig. 7. Current density for three types of parallel flow. –⋅ – Co-flow; - - -
cathode exchange flow; ——— counter-flow.

Fig. 8. Temperature distribution of cross-flow type stack.

Fig. 9. Current density distribution of cross-flow type stack.
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was selected. From the result of a single cell test, shift
reaction becomes equivalent in less than 1 s, but the reaction
time is not clear, so we selecteda = 0.25 to delay the shift
reaction.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison with experimental results

3.1.1. Analysis of co-flow type stack
Fig. 4 compares calculated data with experimental data of

each cell voltage and temperature profile within a 100 kW
class stack’s lower module consisting of 51 cells. The gas
flow type is co-flow, and the cathode recycling ratio was
calculated from the measurement of cathode inlet and outlet
gas composition analysis using gas chromatography. Each
calculated cell voltage shows good agreement with experi-
mental data except the low voltage cell. Calculated tempera-
ture profile also shows good agreement with experimental
data. These results proved that the constructed model is
valid as the stack’s internal condition analysis method.
Temperature profile in the figure was calculated under the
assumption of adiabatic conditions at the end separators.
Good agreement of the calculated temperature with the
test result means that the stack was operated under adiabatic
conditions at end separators.

3.1.2. Analysis of cathode exchange parallel flow type stack
Fig. 5 (upper) compares calculated data with measured

cell voltage for cathode exchange parallel flow type 10 kW

class stack. The stack consisted of 14 cells, and each calcu-
lated cell voltage had good agreement with those observed,
except cell no. 1. The calculated cell voltage of even-num-
bered cells are higher than odd-numbered cells, since both
anode and cathode gas flows in the same direction in even-
numbered cells and in the opposite direction in odd-num-
bered cells.

Fig. 5 (lower) shows the comparison for calculated tem-
perature profile in the center of the gas flow channel with
experimental data. The calculated result shows good agree-
ment with the experimental data except for the anode outlet
side. The difference between calculated data and experi-
mental data for the anode outlet side seems to be caused
by the heat loss on the outside of the stack. Since hot cath-
ode outlet gas heat exchanges with cold cathode inlet gas of
the adjoining cell, the maximum temperature is observed at
the center of the stack. Therefore the average temperature is
higher than for the co-flow type stack discussed before, so
the cell voltage is also better.

From the comparison of experimental data for the co-flow
and cathode exchange parallel flow type stack, our analysis
model is useful for temperature analysis of the MCFC stack.

3.2. Analysis of other gas flow type stacks

Using the model that we developed, we calculated the
temperature and current density profile for various gas
flow type stacks. The calculated gas flow types are three
types of parallel flow and two types of cross-flow, shown
in Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 10. Temperature distribution of cathode exchange cross-flow.

Fig. 11. Current density of cathode exchange cross-flow.
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3.2.1. Calculations for parallel flow
Figs. 6 and 7 show the calculated temperature profile and

current density profile for three parallel flow type stacks.
The maximum cell voltage was observed in the cathode
exchange flow (793 mV), followed by counter-flow (783
mV) and co-flow (780 mV), respectively. However in the
cathode exchange parallel flow and counter-flow type stack,
the cathode recycling ratio is too much to keep the max-
imum temperature 680°C, and the stack’s maximum tem-
perature position is in the generating area. In the co-flow
type stack the maximum temperature of the stack is located
at the cathode outlet side, so the outlet gas temperature is the
same as the stack’s maximum temperature, which means the
co-flow type has an advantage in observing the maximum
stack temperature. In the counter-flow type, since much of
the steam that is generated by the generating reaction is
supplied for the minimum temperature point, located at
the anode outlet side, the type has an advantage from the
viewpoint of carbon deposition.

3.2.2. Calculations for cross-flow
In this paper we developed a three-dimensional analysis

model, which can analyze the cross-flow type stack. Figs.
8–11 show temperature and current density distribution for
two cross-flow type stacks, cross and cathode exchange
cross-flow. Supposed operating conditions are the same as
the parallel flow case. Both maximum temperature and cur-
rent density of the cross-flow are located at the anode inlet
and cathode outlet side, since anode gas has fresh composi-
tion and cathode gas is hot in that area. In the cathode
exchange cross-flow type stack, the maximum temperature
is located at the center of the cell, and maximum current
density is located at the center of anode inlet side. To cal-
culate the cathode outlet temperature, we must integrate all

of the outlet gas channel because the gas temperature is
different at all points, while parallel flow needs no integra-
tion. The calculated cathode outlet gas temperature is 655°C
in cross-flow and 625°C in cathode exchange cross-flow.

3.3. Comparison of net output power from the stack

From the viewpoint of high efficiency generation of
MCFC plant, calculation of net output power from the
stack is important, considering the maximum temperature
and cathode recycling blower consumption. Table 3 shows
the stack output power, cathode recycling ratio and cathode
outlet temperature for three types of parallel flow and two
types of cross-flow. The calculated conditions are 580°C
cathode inlet and 680°C maximum separator temperature.
The gas flow type which shows higher output voltage, lower
cathode recycling ratio, and higher cathode outlet tempera-
ture has advantages for the external reforming MCFC plant.
From the result, two types of cathode exchange flow show
higher output voltage; co-flow shows minimum cathode
recycling ratio and maximum cathode outlet temperature.

Even if the output cell voltage is higher, much cathode

Table 3

Comparison of stack performances about various gas flow types

Parallel flow type Cross-flow type

Co-flow Counter-flow Cathode exchange Cross Cathode exchange

Cell voltage (mV) 780 783 793 768 793
Cathode recycling ratio (%) 39 56 76 62 81
Cathode outlet temperature (°C) 680 670 620 656 625

Calculation conditions are as follows. Operating pressure: 0.49 MPa; current density: 2000 A/m2; fuel utilization: 80%; overall oxidants utilization: 30%;
cathode gas inlet temperature: 580°C; maximum seperator temperature: 680°C. Adiabatic conditions at separator edge and end separator, and the gas flow
distribution in the cell plane is uniform.

Table 4

Calculation conditions of cathode recycling blower consumption

Adiabatic efficiency 80%
Electric motor efficiency 95%
Inlet pressure 0.49 MPa
Outlet pressure 0.54 MPa
Inlet gas temperature 680°C (co-flow)

620°C (cathode exchange parallel flow)
670°C (counter-flow)

Fig. 12. Net output power of MCFC stack. Net output power is MCFC
output minus required cathode blower power. Operating pressure: 0.49
MPa; fuel utilization: 80%; overall oxidant utilization: 30%; maximum
separator temperature: 680°C; cathode inlet temperature: 580°C. (X) Co-
flow; (B) cathode exchange flow; (O) counter-flow.
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recycling power makes the net output lower. To estimate the
net output power from the stack, we calculated the cathode
recycling blower consumption of three parallel flow types
under the conditions shown in Table 4.

Fig. 12 shows the net output power density vs. operating
current density. In the figure, net output power means
MCFC output power density minus cathode recycling
blower consumption. From lower current density to higher
current density operating conditions, the co-flow type stack
shows the highest net output power density even if the cell
voltage is not so good, since co-flow type’s cathode recy-
cling consumption is the lowest. Furthermore in Table 4 the
cross-flow type stack’s net performance is lower than co-
flow, since cell voltage is lower and the cathode recycling
rate is higher, and cathode exchange cross-flow is lower
than cathode exchange parallel flow because the cathode
recycling rate is higher even if the cell voltage is high.

4. Conclusions

We developed a three-dimensional numerical analysis
model that can calculate temperature profile, current profile,
and each cell voltage for an MCFC stack with five gas flow
types. Good agreement of each calculated cell voltage and
temperature profile with experimental data of two gas flow
type stacks showed that the model we constructed is valid
for MCFC stack internal conditions analysis.

Using the model, we analyzed five gas flow type stack
performances. Results showed that in the case of uniform
gas distribution in the cell plane, the co-flow type stack
showed the highest net output power with the assumption
of maximum temperature limitation. Moreover in the co-
flow type stack, the temperature of cathode outlet gas is
almost equivalent to the maximum temperature of the
stack, so it is easier for observing the maximum temperature
of the stack. From the viewpoint of stack performance, cool-

ing power, and control of maximum temperature, the co-
flow type stack is the most advantageous.
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